
SAVAGE ads 3 new hot new calibers to different lines

6mm ARC – (CIP approval expected soon) initially developed 
to lift the ballistic performance of AR15 rifles to the next 
level, it also gets a lot interest as a short barrel / low recoil 
hunting load and low recoil long range target round. Savage 
ads two new bolt action rifles in this caliber.

110 Tactical – 18”/46 cm barrel, AccuTrigger, AccuFit, 
AccuStock, AICS magazine, 20 MOA EGW rail, 5/8x24 muzzle
thread

110 Axis – 22”/56 cm barrel, AccuTrigger

https://www.hornady.com/6mmARC#!/

Watch the Video

https://www.hornady.com/6mmARC
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=BOGPPwMegyo


SAVAGE ads 3 new hot new calibers to different lines

300 PRC - (CIP approved) combines heavy .30 caliber bullets with
non-belted cases and temperature-stable powders. The 300 PRC’s
projectiles achieve repeatable accuracy thanks to their high
ballistic coefficients. The 30-degree shoulder of its case ensures
stable chamber alignment, while its non-belted cases stack easily
and feed reliably from magazines.
Savage is now building rifles that make the most of 300 PRC’s
speed and efficiency. Each rifle has thread-in headspacing, a
floating bolt head, and a button rifled barrel. With the stability of
AccuStockand the precision of Savage’s AccuTrigger, the 300 PRC’s
potential is fully realized.

SAVAGE 110 LONG RANGE HUNTER

SAVAGE 110 HS PRECISION

SAVAGE 110 PRECISION

SAVAGE 110 ELITE PRECISION

FEATURES: Variety of proven platforms chambered for
300 PRC. User-adjustable AccuTrigger Button-rifled
barrels. Detachable AICS Magazine. Thread-in barrel
headspacing. 1-Piece 20 MOA Rail. Serrated lock nut



SAVAGE ads 3 new hot new calibers to different lines

28 NOSLER – (CIP pending) The 28 Nosler® is known as 
being the most powerful 7mm cartridge commercially 
available today. Why not introduce a package that takes 
advantage of this power and push the boundaries of 
hunting large bulls? The Model 110 chambered for 28 
Nosler is perfect for those enthusiasts looking to pair 
accuracy with long range success. Available rifles include 
the 110 Long Range Hunter, 110 High Country, and the NEW 
110 Timberline offered in both right-and left-hand 
configurations. Savage has a unique offering for any 
hunter.

SAVAGE 110 HIGH COUNTRY

SAVAGE 110 TIMBERLINE

SAVAGE 110 LONG RANGE HUNTER




